
Weatherproof Installation Instruction

FIXTURE PACKING LIST 

REQUIRED TOOLS

- Safety Glasses
- Ruler/Tape Measure
- Flat Blade Screwdriver
- Phillips Screwdriver
- Adjustable Wrench

- Drill
- 3/16” Drill Bit
- 3/32” Drill Bit
- Pliers
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 WARNING: RISK OF SHOCK 
Electric current can cause painful shock or serious injury 
unless handled properly. For your safety always: 

- Turn off electrical power at fuse or circuit breaker box before 
wiring fixture to the power supply. 

- Turn off the power when you change lamps or perform other 
maintenance. 

- Ground the fixture to avoid potential electric shocks and to 
ensure reliable starting. 

- Double-check all connections to be sure they are tight and 
correct. 

- Wear rubber-soled shoes and work on a sturdy wooden 
ladder.
 
This fixture is designed for use in a circuit protected by a fuse 
or circuit breaker and to be installed in accordance with local 
electrical codes.  lf you are unsure about your wiring, consult a 
qualified electrician or local electrical inspector and check your 
local electrical code. 

WARNING: RISK OR INJURY
Some metal parts in the fixture may have sharp edges. To 
prevent cuts and scrapes, wear gloves when handling the 
parts. Account for small parts and destroy packing material, as 
these may be hazardous to children.
 
Use flashlight or alternate light source to light work area during 
installation. 

Assistance may be required to support fixture during 
installation. 

When drilling holes overhead, always wear safety glasses to 
protect eyes. 

LED T8 Lamps not included. 
Fitting and Mounting Hardware Included. 

(Chain and related hardware not included) 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION 
(Protect yourself. Read these instructions carefully and save them for future reference).
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14.Guide the ends of  the LED T8 lamp into one lamp holder. Guide other end of LED 

T8 lamp into opposite lamp holder.Rotate LED T8 lamp one quarter turn in either 

direction until sealed.-Repeat for other LED T8 lamp.See Fig.11.



LED LIGHTING TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

LED lighting installations provide service for many years with  little or no maintenance except for routine cleaning and 

re-lamping. If a malfunction does occur, use the guide below to diagnose and correct the problem. If further assistance is required, 

contact consumer products Customer Service.

If fixture “hums”: 

1. Verity fixture is grounded property.

2. Allow fixture to remain on continuously for 48 to 72 hours. This allows for proper “seasoning” of the lamp. 

If lamp(s) will not operate:

1. Make sure all lamps are properly sealed in socket.

2. Replace defective lamp(s).

3. Verify that the fixture is wired properly.

If lamp(s) blink, flicker or “snake”:

1. Turn fixture on and off several times at 30 minute intervals.

 2. Check for fans or air conditioning blowing across lamps.

3. Check wiring connections.

4. Allow fixture to remain on for 24 to 48 hours; this will “season” the lamp.

5. Check supply voltage.

FOR RELAMPING OR OPENING FIXTURE:

To open latches, push the latch 

outwards to disengage latch. 

See Fig. 12

Before cleaning- turn off power.

For best results, plastic panels should 

be washed with soap or mild detergent. 

Rinse with clear water and allow to air dry.
Figure 12
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